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The Chevrolet Corvair is a compact car manufactured by Chevrolet for model years â€” in two
generations. It remains the only American-designed, mass-produced passenger car with a
rear-mounted , air-cooled engine. The Corvair was manufactured and marketed in 4-door sedan,
2-door coupe, convertible, 4-door station wagon, passenger van, commercial van, and pickup
truck body styles in its first generation â€” as well as 2-door coupe, convertible and 4-door
hardtop in its second â€” The name "Corvair" originated as a portmanteau of Corvette and Bel
Air , [1] a name first applied in to a Corvette-based concept with a hardtop fastback-styled roof,
part of the Motorama traveling exhibition. Four years later, in July , he was named General
Manager of Chevrolet GM's largest automotive division and became a vice president of General
Motors. At Chevrolet, Cole pushed for many of the major engineering and design advancements
introduced in the Chevrolet car and truck lines between and He was completely involved in the
development and production of the air-cooled rear-engine Corvair. The Corvair was a
ground-breaking car in its day. As chief engineer, Cole was also heavily involved in the
development of the Corvette sports car. He is also known as the "father" of the small-block
Chevy V8 , one of the most celebrated engines in American automotive history. By the late s,
the physical size of the entry-level models offered by the Big Three American domestic auto
manufacturers General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler had grown considerably; effectively
abandoning the market for the smaller vehicles that had been available in the past. A successful
modern " compact car " market segment was established in the U. While the "Big Three"
continued to introduce ever-larger cars during the s, the new American Motors Corporation
AMC focused its business strategy on smaller-sized and fuel-efficient automobiles, years before
a real need for them existed. The Lark success helped give Studebaker a respite for several
years before the company ceased automobile production in During and , the Big Three
automakers planned to introduce their own "compact" cars. An exception to this strategy was
the Chevrolet Corvair. Led by General Manager Cole, Chevrolet designed a new car that
deviated from traditional American norms of design. The car was powered by an air-cooled,
horizontally opposed six-cylinder engine constructed with many major components made from
aluminum. The engine was mounted in the rear of the car, driving the rear wheels through a
compact transaxle. Suspension was independent at all four wheels. No conventional chassis
was used, being the first unibody built by Fisher Body. The tires were a new wider, low-profile
design mounted on wider wheels. The styling was unconventional for Detroit: subtle and
elegant, with no tail-fins or chrome grille. Corvairs proved to be quite successful with more than
, sold in each of its first six model years. Chevrolet claimed that the rear-engine design offered
packaging and economy advantages, providing the car with a lower silhouette, flat passenger
compartment floor, no need for power-assisted steering or brakes and improvements in ride
quality , traction , and braking balance. The design also attracted customers of other makes,
primarily imports. The Corvair stood out, with engineering different from other American
offerings. It used GM's Z-body , with design and engineering that advanced the rear-engine,
rear-wheel drive layout most recently brought back into the market by cars including the Tatra
77 , Tucker Torpedo , Fiat , Porsche , Volkswagen Beetle , Renault Dauphine , Subaru , and NSU
Prinz â€”and employed by the concurrent and short-lived Hino Contessa. The first generation
model's swing axle rear suspension, invented and patented by engineer Edmund Rumpler in ,
offered a comfortable ride. The design was replaced in model year with a fully independent
trailing arm rear suspension similar to the Corvette Sting Ray. The Corvair represented several
breakthroughs in design for mass-produced Detroit vehicles, with 1,, produced from to The
Corvair and designers William L. The Corvair's unique design included the "Quadri-Flex"
independent suspension and "Unipack Power Team" of engine, transmission, and rear axle
combined into a single unit. Similar to designs of European cars such as Porsche, Volkswagen,
Mercedes-Benz, and others, "Quadri-Flex" used coil springs at all four wheels with independent
rear suspension arms incorporated at the rear. Specially designed 6. Chevrolet produced 47, of
the model and , model deluxe sedans in In January two-door coupe models were introduced
designated as the and models. Despite their late January introduction of the coupe, these cars
sold well; about 14, base model coupes, 36, deluxe coupes. Following the success of the
upmarket "Mr. Monza" styling concept cars at the Chicago Auto Show , management approved
the neatly appointed bucket-seat DeLuxe trim of the series Monza as a two-door club coupe
only. The new Monza began arriving at Chevrolet dealers in April with sales of 11, Monza club
coupes, making the coupe one of the most popular Corvairs. The success of the Monza model
showed Chevrolet management that the compact Corvair was viewed as more of a specialty car
than a competitor in the economy segment to the conventionally designed Ford Falcon or
Chrysler's Valiant. Chevrolet began a design program that resulted in the Chevy II , a
conventional layout compact. The option of a more powerful engine for the Corvair was
introduced in February In its first year it was available in any Corvair model, with manual

transmission only. The advertised February introduction of a fully synchronized, four-speed
transmission RPO was postponed until the model year. This was due to casting problems with
the aluminum three-speed transmission case which resulted in technical service bulletins to
dealers advising of the potential for differential failure due to external leaks at the front of the
transmission's counter gear shaft. The revision of the four-speed transmission designated for
introduction incorporated a cast-iron case and a redesign of the differential pinion shaft to
interface with a longer transmission output shaft and a concentric pilot for the revised
transmission case. These are among many of the improvements undertaken by Chevrolet by the
end of the model year. In , Chevrolet introduced the Monza upscale trim to the four-door sedans
and the club coupe body styles. With its newly introduced four-speed floor-mounted
transmission, DeLuxe vinyl bucket seats, and upscale trim, the Monza Club Coupe gained in
sales, as nearly , were produced along with 33, Monza four-door sedans. The four-speed Monza
caught the attention of the younger market and was sometimes referred to as "the poor man's
Porsche" in various car magazines. The Monza series contributed to about half of the Corvair
sales in To increase luggage capacity in the front trunk, the spare tire was relocated to the
engine compartment in cars without air conditioning and new "direct air" heater directed
warmed air from the cylinders and heads to the passenger compartment. The gasoline heater
remained available as an option through Factory air conditioning was offered as a mid option
introduction. The condenser lay flat atop the horizontal engine fan. A large, green-painted
reverse rotation version of the standard GM Frigidaire air-conditioning compressor was used,
and an evaporator housing was added under the dash with integrated outlets surrounding the
radio housing. Chevrolet also introduced the Corvair 95 line of light-duty trucks and vans, using
the Corvair Powerpack with forward-control, or " cab over ", with the driver sitting over the front
wheels, as in the Volkswagen Type 2. The Greenbrier Sportswagon used the same body as the
"Corvan 95" panel van with the side windows option, but was marketed as a station wagon and
was available with trim and paint options similar to the passenger cars. The "Corvan 95" model
was also built in pickup versions; the Loadside was a fairly typical pickup of the era, except for
the rear engine, forward controls, and a pit in the middle of the bed. The more popular
Rampside had a unique, large, fold-down ramp on the side of the bed for ease of loading
wheeled items. In , Chevrolet introduced the Corvairs with few changes at the beginning of the
year. The bottom line series station wagon was dropped and the became the base station
wagon. The "Lakewood" name was dropped. The ever-popular Monza line then took on a wagon
model to round out the top of the line. The slow-selling Loadside pickup was discontinued at
the end of the model year. The rest of the Corvair 95 line of Forward Control vehicles continued.
Optional equipment on all passenger cars except wagons included metallic brake linings and a
heavy-duty suspension consisting of a front anti-roll bar, rear-axle limit straps, revised spring
rates, and recalibrated shock absorbers. These provided a major handling improvement by
reducing the potentially violent camber change of the rear wheels when making sharp turns at
high speeds. The Turbocharged Spyder equipment group featured a multigauge instrument
cluster which included a tachometer , cylinder head temperature, and intake manifold pressure
gauges, Spyder fender script, and Turbo logo deck emblems, in addition to the
high-performance engine. The Monza Coupe was the most popular model with , produced out of
, total Corvair passenger car production for John Fitch , chose the Corvair as the basis for "
Sprint " models. These included various performance improvements along with appearance
modifications. Individual components were available to customers and several Chevrolet
dealers became authorized to install the "Sprint" conversions. The model year had the optional
availability of a long 3. Self-adjusting brakes were new for Significant engineering changes were
introduced for , while the model lineup and styling remained relatively unchanged. In , an
improvement in the car's swing axle rear suspension occurred with the addition of a transverse
leaf spring along with softer rear coil springs designed to diminish rear roll stiffness and foster
more neutral handling. Spring rates could now be softer at both ends of the car compared to
previous models. The heavy-duty suspension was no longer optional, although all models now
had a front anti-roll bar as standard. Brakes were improved with finned rear drums. The
remaining pickup, the Rampside, was discontinued at the end of the model year. Despite a
vastly improved model, Corvair sales declined by close to 73, units that year. This was
attributed to a number of factors, including the basic styling being 5 years old, the lack of a
pillarless hardtop which virtually all competing compact models had , the lack of a V8 engine,
and the introduction of the Ford Mustang on 17 April, which broke all records for sales of a new
model and ate into Corvair sales. The Corvair second generation arrived for model year , noted
for its lack of a "B" pillar and a new fully independent suspension replacing the original swing
axle rear suspension. The Corvair used coil springs at each wheel. Car and Driver magazine's
David E. Davis Jr. The engine was unusual in offering four single-throat carburetors , to which

were added larger valves and a dual exhaust system. All engines got some of the heavy-duty
internal parts from the Turbocharged engine for better durability. New refinements appeared on
the redesign. A much better heater system, larger brakes borrowed from the Chevelle, a
stronger differential ring gear, a Delcotron alternator replacing the generator , and significant
chassis refinements were made. Out back, a new fully articulated rear suspension virtually
eliminated the danger of the previous generation's swing axles, and was based on the
contemporary Corvette Sting Ray Corvair used coil springs while the Sting Ray uses a
transverse leaf. The station wagon , panel van, and pickup body styles had all been dropped
and was the last year for the Greenbrier window van, which was retained mainly for fleet orders,
with 1, being built. In all, , Corvairs were built in , an increase of 30, units over The lineup
remained essentially unchanged from One change of note was a new four-speed synchromesh
transmission using the standard Saginaw gear set with 3. The steering column was changed to
a two-piece design with universal joint, lessening the danger of intrusion during a front-end
collision actually a mid running change. A plastic air dam was installed below the front valence
panel to conceal the front suspension and underbody, and lessen crosswind sensitivity. In
front, The "lock door" emblem covering the lockset for the trunk lock was changed from red to
blue and featured a shorter bar. At the rear, new larger taillight lenses were used featuring a thin
chrome ring around the center of the light. Air conditioned cars received a new condenser that
was mounted in front of the engine, eliminating the previous unit mounted atop the engine,
requiring its removal for most engine service. The Corvair script nameplate was moved from
atop the trunk lid to a position next to the driver's side headlight bezel. A decision was made to
discontinue further development of the Corvair. Production for the model year was down to ,
This model year was the first with a collapsible steering column. Bucket seats in Monza models
were now of the same "Astro" style as those on the new-for Camaro, featuring a new-thin-shell
design. Chevrolet was still actively marketing the Corvair in , including color print ads and an "I
Love My Corvair" bumper sticker campaign by dealers, but production and sales continued to
fall off drastically. Only 27, copies were built. In , the four-door hardtop was discontinued,
leaving three modelsâ€”the and Monza Hardtop Coupes and the Monza Convertible. Air
conditioning was dropped as an option, due to concerns about thermal loading added by the
now-standard Air Injection Reactor "smog pump" which probably hurt sales as factory air
became more popular generally in automobiles. The GM multiplex stereo system was also
discontinued when new units changed wiring adapters; the Corvair's 9-pin connector would no
longer fit the new units. Additional safety features, including side marker lights, and shoulder
belts for closed models, were fitted per the federal government's requirements. Steering wheel
for s was the same as the base Nova's, while Monzas got the same wheel as the Camaro. An
Impala-style "Deluxe" steering wheel was optional. All advertising was virtually stopped and
sales were down to 15, The final model-year Corvairs were assembled with the Nova in Willow
Run, Michigan, the same facility Corvairs had been built from the beginning. A total of 6,
Corvairs were produced of which only were Monza Convertibles. The Corvair was the only GM
car in that did not get a locking steering column. Demand for Novas was high and a decision
was made in November to move Corvair assembly to a special off-line area in the plant, dubbed
the "Corvair Room", making Corvairs produced between that time and 14 May essentially
hand-built by a dedicated Corvair team. Assembled bodies arrived from Fisher Body and
awaited assembly in the off-line area. While the Corvair was received as a well-engineered high
performance driver's car, that accomplishment was overshadowed by the phenomenal market
success of the Ford Mustang. GM saw advantages to the route adopted by Ford with the
Mustang, a four-seat semi-coupe body on a standard compact Falcon chassis with a
small-block V8 motor and four-on-the-floor offered as power options. The Corvair was not cheap
to produce; developing and marketing a Mustang-style model based on the Nova platform had
cost advantages. Unlike the Corvair, a derivative model could evolve within GM's standard lines
of manufacturing technology. The publication of Unsafe at Any Speed sullied the reputation of
the Corvair line, although the issues had nothing to do with the current model. Under
competition from the Mustang and the publicity hit of Unsafe, Corvair sales plummeted by over
half in GM saw the advantages of developing the Camaro , not the Corvair. An increasing lack of
interest from the company, especially from Chevrolet's General Manager John DeLorean , and a
complete absence of Corvair advertising after reflected the company's priorities, including
promotion of three redesigned models for â€”the Corvette, Chevelle , and Chevy II Nova. The
Corvair was referred to as "the phantom" by Car Life magazine in their Monza road test, and by
Chevrolet's Corvair four-page brochure was "by request only". During its final year of
production, 6, cars were produced. Chevrolet had proposed a third generation on Corvair,
essentially a re-skin of the â€”69 model resembling the GM A Body intermediates, particularly
the Pontiac Grand Am , retaining Corvair proportions. Having passed the point of full scale clay

models, Chevrolet stopped developing the model in early The design can allow rear tires to
undergo large camber angle changes during fast cornering due to side g-forces causing
"rebound" camber and decreasing the tread contact with the road surface, leading to a loss of
rear wheel grip and oversteer â€”a dynamically unstable condition where a driver can lose
control and spin. The problem is most severe with rear-engine swing axle combinations
because of the greater inertial mass over the rear wheels and the higher center of gravity during
rebound camber conditions. The additional high weight of a station wagon body also
exacerbates the tendency. Oversteer is exacerbated by deceleration during cornering due to
increased side g-force and lightened load on rear tires lift-off oversteer. Understeer is common
in front-engine cars, due to more weight, and inertia, on the front tires. Both conditions are
dangerous when a car is driven at its cornering limits. Design options to ameliorate swing axle
handling:. While the Corvair sedan offered competent handling, [25] "the average buyer more
accustomed to front-engined cars, did not take [into] account the car's different handling
characteristics. For the model year, the front antiâ€”roll bar became available as an option. For
the model year, the front anti-roll bar became standard equipment and the rear suspension was
modified to include a camber compensating, transverse-mounted leaf spring extending between
the rear wheels to limit rear wheel camber change, and carrying much of the rear weight
combined with softer coil springs. For the model year, the Corvair received a fully independent
rear suspension closely resembling that of the contemporary Corvette. The redesigned
suspension reduced the rear roll center to half its previous height, using fully articulated
half-axles that offered constant camber on the rear tires in all driving situations. This eliminated
the handling problems of the first-generation models. Consumer protection activist Ralph Nader
addressed the handling issues of the first-generation â€” Corvair in his book, Unsafe at Any
Speed. GM had over lawsuits pending in connection with crashes involving the Corvair, which
subsequently became the initial material for Nader's investigations. Nader said during
subsequent Congressional hearings, the Corvair is "the leading candidate for the un-safest-car
title". By , production fell to 14, NHTSA had conducted a series of comparative tests in studying
the handling of the Corvair and four contemporary carsâ€”a Ford Falcon , Plymouth Valiant ,
Volkswagen Beetle , and Renault Dauphine â€”along with a second-generation Corvair with its
completely redesigned, independent rear suspension. The page report reviewed NHTSA's
extreme-condition handling tests, national crash-involvement data for the cars in the test as
well as General Motors' internal documentation regarding the Corvair's handling. This review
panel concluded that "the â€”63 Corvair compares favorably with contemporary vehicles used
in the tests [ Journalist David E. Davis , in a article in Automobile Magazine , noted that despite
Nader's claim that swing-axle rear suspension were dangerous, Porsche , Mercedes-Benz ,
Tatra , and Volkswagen all used similar swing-axle concepts during that era. Some contend that
Nader's lack of an automotive engineering degree or a driver's license at the time he wrote
Unsafe at Any Speed disqualifies him as a critic of automotive safety. Time featured Ed Cole
and the Corvair on its cover for the Corvair introduction in and said: "its fresh engineering is
hailed as the forerunner of a new age of innovation in Detroit. Chevrolet had intended to sell one
Corvair for every five Chevrolets. Motor Trend awarded the Corvair its "Car of the Year" award
for The Corvair's reputation and legacy, as well as those of General Motors, were tarnished by
accusations about its handling ability: the car was scrutinized in Ralph Nader 's book Unsafe at
Any Speed. GM's top management resorted to unethical measures in response to its accuser.
Ralph Nader's accusations were proven false by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration safety commission report. The investigation concluded: "The Corvair
understeers in the same manner as conventional passenger cars up to about 0. This transition
does not result in abnormal potential for loss of control. The limited accident data available
indicates that the rollover rate of the Corvair is comparable to other light domestic cars. The
handling and stability performance of the Corvair does not result in an abnormal potential for
loss of control or rollover and it is at least as good as the performance of some contemporary
vehicles both foreign and domestic. In addition to its other body styles, Chevrolet marketed the
Corvair also in van and pickup body styles, in rear-load or side-load configurations, as the
Corvair Greenbrier. Louis and Flint were Chevrolet truck plants, although Chevy had full-size
car plants in both cities and in St. Louis the plants were adjacent. Always came with rubber
mats, bench seats, and very little trim. These models also came with rubber mats and bench
seats, but had more extensive exterior trim and additional features as standard. Lakewood â€”
Corvair station wagon â€”62 available as a or The Monza wagon was available in and is not
really a Lakewood. All window glass was specific to this model due to its taller roofline. Monza
â€” the top of the trim line for â€” only. In , it was below the Monza Spyder, which was now its
own model. For the â€”66 model year, the Monza ranked below the Corsa in trim level. After the
Corsa model was dropped, the Monza was once again the top of the Corvair line for â€” Monzas

usually came with bucket seats although special bench seats were available in some years.
Monzas had carpeting and special trim packages. Spyder â€” the Monza Spyder was an option
package during the â€”63 model year, and in became a full-fledged model. Corsa â€” top of the
line sport model for â€” Corsas had "full instrumentation", special emblems, and trim with a
special "argent" silver painted rear cove area and pinstriping on the models. Greenbrier â€”
windowed van that was available â€” Deluxe â€” option package of upgraded interior and trim
available on some of the "van" models. This was among the first designs of Giorgetto Giugiaro ,
the chief designer at Bertone at the time. The Testudo later suffered a collision with another
Bertone concept car, the Alfa Romeo Canguro , while on track at the Monza circuit. Although
both cars were based on the Corvair drivetrain, each represented a futuristic development of the
Corvair design. With the model, silver-zinc batteries were used and placed in the trunk and
engine compartment, and the body was slightly modified to accept the conversion. Don Yenko ,
who had been racing Corvettes, could not compete successfully against the Carroll Shelby
Mustangs after they arrived on the scene; he therefore decided to race modified Corvairs,
beginning with the model. As the stock Corvair did not fit into any of the SCCA categories,
Yenko had to modify four-carburetor Corsas into "sports cars" by removing the back seat; in
the process he introduced various performance improvements. As the SCCA required cars to be
manufactured to homologate the model for production racing, Yenko completed Stingers in one
month in Although all were white, as the SCCA required for American cars at the time, [ citation
needed ] [the normal competition trim for U. All were equipped by the Chevrolet factory with
heavy duty suspension , four speed transmission , quicker steering ratio, "positraction"
limited-slip differentials 50 with 3. Because most of the engine cooling in air-cooled engines is
done by circulating oil, an oil cooler was necessary for competition use, this was mounted
externally on the rear body section above the left wheel. The Stingers competed in Class D
production, which was dominated by the Triumph TR4 , which was very quick in racing trim; in
its first race in January , and the Stinger was able to come in second only by one second. The
next year, Chevrolet dropped the Corsa line. The Monza line was initially not available stock
with the 4-carburetor engine; it was eventually offered as a special performance option, along
with the 3. The Monza instrumentation did not have a tachometer or head temperature gauges,
which had to be separately installed. The SCCA, on the other hand, had relaxed its ruling
regarding color, and the cars were available in red or blue. It is believed that only fourteen
Stingers were built, but Dana Chevrolet, who distributed Stingers on the U. West coast, ordered
an additional three similar cars to be built to Stinger specifications, but with the AIR injection
system to meet California emissions laws , with Yenko's permission. A total of Stingers are
believed to have been built, the last being YS built for Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company as a
tire test vehicle in â€” Longtime roadracer John Fitch was particularly interested in the Corvair
as the basis for a spirited road and track oriented car, due to its handling. Body options such as
spoilers were available, but the most visually remarkable option was the "Ventop", a fiberglass
overlay for the C-pillars and rear of the roof that gave the car a "flying buttress" profile. Fitch
went on to design and build a prototype of the Fitch Phoenix, a Corvair-based two-seat sports
car , superficially resembling a smaller version of the Mako Shark based Corvette. The ability to
produce automobiles on a small scale, along with Chevrolet's decision to terminate production
of the Corvair, meant the end of Fitch's plan. He still retained the prototype, and occasionally
exhibited it at car shows until his death. The car is still in Connecticut with the new owner.
Hershberger made minor styling modifications to several Corvairs and sold them as Solar
Sprints and Solar Cavaliers. The main distinguishing feature of the Solar was its Camaro
taillights. Gene Winfield , the automotive customizer, built two models in the mid s that used the
unique qualities of the lightweight and low Corvair engine. The Reactor came when Winfield was
tasked with showing the benefits of an aluminum bodied car. What he developed was an
extremely low slung two seat mid-engine front wheel drive car. Winfield was able to place this
vehicle in the s television programs Star Trek , Batman , and Bewitched. A sports racing carâ€”
The Piranha â€”was developed around the same time, to demonstrate the use of a new plastic
for the structural parts of the automobileâ€”Cyclic ABS. Model car company Aluminum Model
Toys began small scale production of actual cars through their division run by Gene Winfield.
Car in The Man from U. Corvair flat-six engines were a popular alternative to Volkswagen
engines in dune buggy applications and off-road racing. Corvair engines have been used to
power light and experimental aircraft designs by Pietenpol , Zenith , and Sonex. Much
development work on the conversion of Corvair engines into flight-worthy powerplants has
been carried out by William Wynne, who among others has been refining the process since the
s. The first-generation Corvair â€” has been credited with influencing car design worldwide. The
most notable design feature, its high wrap-around beltline, was "borrowed" by other carmakers
not long after the Corvair's release. The Corvair's combination of power and light weight
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of Monza production demonstrates its sales success, pushes Ford to develop the Falcon Sprint
and, eventually, Mustang, to exploit the small sporty car market uncovered by the Monza. Monza
Convertible and turbocharged Monza Spyder added mid, heavy duty suspension optional with
front anti roll bar, rear axle limit straps, positraction differential, new Monza full wheel covers,
Kelsey Hayes knock-off wire wheels added to options, Monza wagon becomes available, wagon
dropped -- wagons lose "Lakewood" designation. Station wagons discontinued mid to provide
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and revised coil springs, front stabilizer bar added as standard, finned rear brake drums, new
optional full wheel covers standard for Monza with specific centers, new Monza chrome rocker
and wheel-opening moldings, last year for Rampside pickup. Major redesign of the Corvair -- all
new Fisher Z body, hardtop styling for all models, series discontinued, Corsa series replaces
Monza Spyder series; Greenbrier discontinued mid-year after 1, built; revised front and
redesigned fully independent rear suspension, improved heater and air conditioning systems,
numerous small engine and chassis refinements. Front Chevy emblem painted red. Improved
three- and four-speed synchromesh manual transmissions; last year of Corsa model, last year
of Canadian production at Oshawa. Late modification to steering shaft adds a U-joint and floor
reinforcement to reduce risks of column intrusion in collisions. Tire size upgraded to 7. New
"spoke"-style wheel covers for all models with specific model centers. Front Chevy emblem
now blue remaining this color until the end of production. New optional equipment includes
headrests, shoulder harnesses, four-speaker Delco FM stereo multiplex, power rear antenna,
mag-style N96 wheelcovers. New, smaller condenser mounted behind the engine for
air-conditioned cars. Four lap belts two front, two rear , padded instrument panel, larger taillight
lenses, day-night rearview mirror, now standard on all models. Backup lights, windshield
washers, padded sun visors now standard. Monzas and Corsas feature black crinkle finish on
instrument panels. New rear deck emblem designs for hp and hp cars. Last year for the
four-door hardtop sedan, energy absorbing steering column, dual circuit brake system, stronger
door hinges introduced. New safety three-spoke steering wheel standard. Four-way hazard
flashers, lane-change turn signal control, additional padding on instrument panel cover, safety
control knobs introduced. New "safety" Powerglide shift knob, shoulder belt mount points
added. New style standard hub caps for Chrome ring inside taillight lenses widened. New
options included speed warning, Delco stereo tape system. New thin-shell "Astro-bucket" front
seats with new vinyl pattern standard on Monzas. Front shoulder harnesses become standard
after 1 January , rear shoulder harnesses are optional all models. Side marker lights clear in
front with amber bulbs, red in rear added to fenders on all models. New padding around central
section of dash; thicker padding on top of dash, steering wheel spokes on Monzas now brushed
aluminum instead of chrome. Last year â€” production through May ; Monza convertibles of 6,
Corvairs produced; minor changes; improved clutch cable design on manual transmission cars,
wider bucket seats with new head restraints, wider interior mirror, refined front brake hose
design, Front side markers now feature amber lenses and clear bulbs opposite from Interior
window handles featured clear-colored knobs. Deluxe steering wheel option discontinued. New
style ignition, door and trunk keys introduced. The last few months of production cars were
hand-built on a special off-line area of the Willow Run plant. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Chevrolet Corvair. Chevette South America. Chevy Malibu. Chevy II. Biscayne Canada.
Bel Air. Kingswood Estate. El Morocco. Personal luxury. Chevelle Laguna. The Ford 9-inch is an
automobile axle manufactured by Ford Motor Company. It is known as one of the most popular
axles in automotive history. It was introduced in model year cars and ended production in ,
having been phased out in favor of the Ford 8. However, aftermarket companies still produce
the 9-inch design. One of the features which distinguishes this axle from other
high-performance or heavy-duty domestic solid axles is that unlike other axle designs, access
to the differential gears is not through the rear center cover; rather, in the Ford 9 inch, the rear
cover is welded to the axle housing, and access to internals is obtained by removing the center
cover on the pinion front side of the axle through which the driveshaft yoke connects, with the
differential assembly coming out of the axle as a unit attached to the cover. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Common applications only. Categories : Automotive engineering Automobile
axles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. How often
should you change oil? Air filter: when to replace? Drive belt: should you change it? Timing belt
FAQ Timing chain: when to replace? Does your car need a tune-up? Front CV axle. Typical CV
axle shaft of a front wheel drive car with a Rzeppa outer CV joint and closed tripod-style inner
joint. Broken CV axle boot. See more illustrations: Fig1 , Fig2. See the photo of a good CV axle
boot. Read Next: When does a wheel bearing need to be replaced? When should the transfer
case oil be changed? When does the axle seal need to be replaced in a car? How often do
brakes need to be serviced? When do the control arms need to be replaced? When to replace
sway bar links? Why does the steering wheel shake when braking at high speed? How to spend
less money on car repairs - insider tips. Related Articles: How often should you change the oil
in your car? When do spark plugs need to be replaced? When does a throttle body need to be
serviced? How often does a car need a tune-up? When should struts and shock absorbers be
replaced? All rights reserved. Denny spoke with me on the phone and discussed everything
with me, including every option available for a new yoke. He was kind enough to give me some

education I didn't have. I learned a lot from a simple phone call and I also learned where to visit
for Brian P. Click here to send us your testimonial. Loading, Please Wait Product Search. See
Search Hints. Denny's Driveshaft builds custom steel and aluminum driveshafts for your high
performance car, street rod, race car, van, pick up or 4x4 truck. How to Measure Correctly.
Customer Testimonials. DANA 60 to Dana Spicer Dust seal fits onto inner axle shaft at housing
Ford Dana 60 front to Vacuum Fitting. Dana 60 Pinion NUT. Dana Spicer Baffle 3. Dana Spicer
pinion oil slinger 4. Dana Spicer Friction Modifier for positraction limited slip differentials 4 oz
bottle. Diff Cover and Gasket. Dana Spicer Thrust Washer for Dana 60 front spindle up to Dana
Spicer Seal thrust washer for to Dana 60 front spindle. Dana Spicer Seal for Dana 60 front
spindle up to Dana Spicer Spindle Bearing for Dana 60 front spindle. Dana Spicer Rubber Seal
for Dana 60 spindle fits up to Website and Web Hosting by Online Media. In Ford F and F 4x4
models also used the Dana 60 front axles and starting in the F and F had the Super 60 front
axles. Forums New posts Search forums. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search
profile posts. Support Center. New Update. What's new Search Search. Search titles only. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. Home Forums JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Top Left Right. Today at PM.
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es 13, Automotive Softwares There are many softwares about automotive. Such as Software
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